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I . Vocabulary :
A: Fill in the blanks with the words given.(There is one extra word )(3points)
predicted – firmly – concerned – nutrients – confidence – mood –climate
1.Our body burns some of the ------------------- to give us energy or calories .
2.Can future weather conditions be ---------------- exactly ?
3.All of us should be ---------------- about global warming .
4.The northern part of our country has got a wet ------------- .
5.He answered all the questions with --------------- .
6.Put the lid ---------- on the bottle .
B: Match the following definitions in column (A) with the words
in column (B) . There is one extra item in column (B)(2 points)
A
B
7.stretch
a . to a large degree
8.firmly
b. in a strong way
9.region
c. put arms and legs out straight
10.damage
d. physical harm to sth
e. a particular area or part in a country
C: Choose the correct answer .(2points)
11. The broken pieces of Earth crust are called ------------------ .
a. plates
b. layers
c. parts
d. records
12.The noise ---------------- me from my homework .
a. protected
b. influenced
c. distracted
d. developed
13.Luckily , most of the -------------- earthquakes occur in less populated places .
a. destructive
b. available
c. particular
d. necessary
14.A sense of ---------------- is an important property for happiness in life .
a. energy
b. damage
c. humor
d. gesture

II. Grammar :

A : choose the correct choice .(2points)
15.The film was --------------- good that I saw it twice .
a. so
b. such
c. too
d. enough
16.You can add interest and variety to your speech by ------------ your voice .
a. raise
b. raising
c. raised
d. raises
17.The boy ------------- there comes from India .
a. who standing
b. is standing
c. standing
d. stands
18.I made him ---------------- me the money back .
a. to give
b. giving
c. give
d. gave

B : combine the following sentences using the words in parentheses .(2points)
19.It was a hot day . We decided to go swimming . ( such )
20.I felt really tired . I stayed at home and had a rest . ( since )
C: Use so , such (a , an ) , too , and enough in the following sentences.(2points)
21. They had ------------ money to buy a first-aid box .
22.Some instructions were ----------- difficult for us to understand .
23.The earthquake was ------------ strong that it destroyed the whole village .
24.It was ----------- terrible weather that we spent the whole day indoors .
D: Rewrite the following sentences with the reduced form of the underlined
parts.(2points)
25.The cars which release greenhouse gases into the air are a danger.
26.Anyone who is interested in healthy living should exercise regularly .

III. Sentence Function :
Match a line in A with a line in B .There is one extra item in B.(2points)
A
B
27.Smoking is harmful for us because ------------ .
a. make the audience feel exited
28.If you are inside during an earthquake --------.
b. it can hurt our health
29.Humor can make the difference between -------.
c. stand in a doorway
30.Cars cause pollution and release -----------------.
d. an average and an excellent
presentation
e. many greenhouse gases
into the air

IV. Comprehension :

A:Read the following sentences and choose the best answer.(4points)
31.When you exercise , your body can release endorphins , chemicals that create a happy
feeling . We can understand from this sentence that ----------------- .
a. exercise makes us physically strong
b. exercise can make you feel proud
c. exercise makes us flexible
d. exercise can help you feel happy
32.Before you arrive to give your presentation , ask others for their opinion on your clothing
and how suitable it is for the occasion . We understand from this sentence that for our
presentation , --------------------------- .
a. good choice of clothes is emphasized
b. everybody should wear fine clothes
c. a suitable occasion should be selected
d. others should comment on the price of our clothes
33.Since a large number of the world's earthquakes each year occur along the Pacific Ocean ,
this is the most probable area for today's earthquakes . We understand from this sentence
that ------------------------a. some of the earthquakes occur along the Pacific Ocean
b. most of the earthquakes occur along the Pacific Ocean
c. several million earthquakes occur in the world each year
d. we don't know the time of earthquakes

B: Cloze Passage 1:
Fill in the blanks with the words from the list below . There is one extra word.(3points)
hardworking – relies – aerobic – lift – strongest – blood - muscle
Your heart is one 34------------------ part of your body . Pumping 35-------------- everyday
of your life . The heart is a 36--------------- and it is the 37------------ muscle in your body,
but it can always become stronger . Since it can not 38------- weights to get stronger , it 39------------- on you to do aerobic exercise

C: Cloze Passage 2 :

Fill in the blanks with the words from the list below.There is one extra word.(2points)

than – sun – moon – stars – is
At night you can see many 40------------- . In the day you can see one star that is
the 41------------ . Did you know that the sun 42--------------- a star ? It looks bigger than
other stars , because it is nearer to us . The sun is much bigger 43------------ the moon .

D: Reading Passage 1 :
Read the following passage carefully , then answer the questions as required.(4points)
There are times when fear is good for us . In fact , fear can save a person's life . Take a man
in danger , for example . He may suddenly find he can run faster and longer than he ever
thought he could . It is because his fear helping him . Here is what happens when we feel fear ,
a change takes place in our bodies . Our livers give off some of the sugar that they store . This
sugar goes into the blood and is quickly changed into energy . And it is this energy that gives
more strength and helps us act fast . This is how fear may save one's life .
44.The text says that fear is good when it ------------------------ .
a. is harmful
b. gives us more strength
c. helps us get away from danger
d. both a and c
45.Fear causes a change in our bodies by ------------------------- .
a. giving quick energy
b. sending sugar to the liver
c. making the blood run slowly
d. putting us in danger
46.More strength and fast action really come from ---------------.
a. a person's heart
b. sugar sent into the blood
c. running fast and long
d. the harmful fear
47.Sugar is stored in the liver .
a. True
b. False
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